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Metacognition

At the end of this school year, we will be changing our name to the
WONDER TRAINING SCHOOL. The DFE is withdrawing the funding
for Teaching Schools in July 2021 and with that so we must remove the
Teaching School name.

P5

What are
the benefits of
metacognitive
strategies?

But we’re not stopping! We are even more determined to continue
to build on all the good work that has been done and all that we have
achieved together. We have superb strategic partners from the schools
shown in this Newsletter, we have lots of great teachers sharing their
thoughts and techniques on teaching and pedagogy and we have
updated and widened our events. Consequently, our programme is now
stronger than it has ever been… and it’s all FREE!
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Seven key
recommendations
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Training events

So why change it?

Click Here to
Book Training

Exactly!
Well, maybe just a little… We want to do more to support you!
Continued P2

www.learningpartnership.education

ALL
EVENTS FREE

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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∞

More fabulous training from teachers has been booked and is
currently being written for us all to use in our classrooms. We’ll
run a session every day in the last half term for this year!

∞

Heads love our Breakfast sessions – more planned

∞

We’re writing a Consistently Good Teaching programme ready
to launch in the summer – this will support teachers to become
more consistent in their teaching.

∞

We’re writing a Consistently Outstanding Teaching programme
too that will push those even further.

∞

We’ve got more subject forums planned for this summer

∞

We can also get back to helping you in your classroom by
visiting, mentoring, coaching and, of course, inviting you
back!

I want to extend my genuine offers once again to get in touch,
let’s work together, we’re here to support you, we’re from the
East Riding, we’re teachers, we understand, we face the same
challenges that you do on a daily basis.
We’re about Heads, teachers, children.
Come join us - we’re the WONDER TRAINING SCHOOL
By the way, we’re all enjoying the forewords to our
Newsletters and we’ve got more Heads lined up to
write them – sorry for stealing it this week. They’ll be
back…
Jonathan Chapman
Head of Wonder Training School

RESEARCH LINKS
What makes great teaching?
Sutton Trust
Test enhanced learning taking memory tests
improves long term retention
Roediger and Karpicke

The WONDER Training School
has a dedicated Teaching and
Learning Twitter feed at
@thewonderlp
We would like to start
sharing examples of excellent
Teaching and Learning practice
in our schools.
If you have a particular strategy
that is useful; an example of
where you have applied research
to your own practice; or
examples of resources or work
that demonstrate the impact
of your teaching,
please forward to:
jchapman
@learningpartnership.education

We look forward to
receiving your
fantastic ideas!

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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LOVE LEARNING
Metacognition
We would tell our pupils it is a bad idea to
get on a train if you don’t know where it is
going?
Similarly, we would advocate that pupils
only embark on a piece of work having
considered the destination of the task?
However, most of us will at some point have found
difficulties in getting pupils to properly plan their work.
Often the only time the lack of a plan is revealed is when
we view the finished product.
The answer to this problem may lie, at least in part, in the
teaching of metacognition and self-regulation.
In this issue we will look at the almost“mythical” concept of
metacognition and how we may use it in our classrooms.

“Metacognition and self-regulation
approaches have consistently high
levels of impact, with pupils making an
average of seven months’ additional
progress. “
“Metacognition involves ‘teaching
pupils specific strategies to set goals,
and monitor and evaluate their own
academic development. Self-regulation
means managing one’s own motivation
towards learning. The intention is often
to give pupils a repertoire of strategies
to choose from during learning
activities.’ “
EEF Evidence Summary Metacognition
2018

Continued P4
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Pupils who succeed
academically often rely on
being able to think effectively
and independently in order to
take charge of their learning.
These pupils have mastered
fundamental but crucial skills
such as keeping their workspace
organized, completing tasks
on schedule, making a plan
for learning, monitoring their
learning path, and recognizing
when it might be useful to
change course.
They do not need to rely
on their teacher as much as
others who depend on more
guidance to initiate learning
tasks and monitor their
progress.
Pupils who do not learn how
to “manage” themselves well as
they proceed through school
experience more setbacks,
become discouraged and
disengaged from learning, and
tend to have lower academic
performance. They may also be
responsible for more classroom
management issues.
Many teachers enjoy teaching
pupils how to wield one of the
most powerful thinking tools:
metacognition, or the ability to
think about your thoughts with
the aim of improving learning.
A metaphor that resonates with
many pupils is that learning
cognitive and metacognitive
strategies offers them tools to
“drive their brains.” The good
news for teachers and their
pupils is that metacognition can
be learned when it is explicitly
taught and practiced across
content and social contexts.
A pupil who is excited about
being in the driver’s seat and
steering toward learning success
may well be destined to become
an independent thinker on the
way to charting a responsible
course for school, career,

www.learningpartnership.education

and life. Being metacognitive
can be likened to being more
conscious, reflective, and aware
of one’s progress along the
learning path.
Teachers have told us how they
feel an extraordinary sense of
pleasure teaching their pupils
useful strategies that can be
applied to all aspects of their
lives in and outside of school.

So what is
metacognition anyway?
Alex Quigley - Huntingdon
Research School:
The EEF’s ‘Metacognition
and self-regulated learning:
guidance report’ aims to make
the research evidence on
metacognition accessible and
understood, as well as offering
solutions to age-old problems
like helping our pupils to prepare
for exams, along with tackling an
array of learning challenges, in
the classroom and beyond.

Why making sense of
metacognition matters
What is so striking about the
guidance report findings is that
although we know that our
pupils will develop strategies
to plan, monitor and evaluate
their learning naturally, we need
to be more explicit in how we
teach to develop such crucial
metacognitive knowledge and
understanding.
The benefits are clear. For
disadvantaged learners in
particular, this summary of
international evidence suggests
that ‘metacognition and selfregulation’ as a high impact and
low cost approach to improving
attainment.
Though we have always known
about metacognition (for many
a vague understanding in truth),
this EEF guidance helps create
a useful platform tounderstand
not just metacognition and selfregulation, but how our pupils
best learn.

It shows how metacognition can
helpfully be distilled down to
three key steps in all learning:

The guidance from the EEF can
be accessed by following the link
below:

“It is about planning how
to undertake a task, then
cognitively undertaking that
activity, while monitoring the
strategy to check progress, then
evaluating the overall success.”

Metacognition and Selfregulated Learning

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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So what are
the benefits of
metacognitive
strategies?

“Too often, we teach
pupils what to think but
not how to think.”
OECD Insights (2014)

Metacognition helps
pupils to become
independent learners
Metacognitive practices help
learners to monitor their own
progress and take control of
their learning as they read,
write and solve problems in the
classroom.

Metacognition has
a positive impact on
learning
Metacognition makes a unique
contribution to learning over
and above the influence of
intellectual ability. Learners who
use metacognitive strategies are
likely to be able to achieve more.
Research shows that improving a
learner’s metacognitive practices
may compensate for any
cognitive limitations they have.

Continued P6

5
MINUTE READS
RJMcDonald shares his priorities for when pupils return to school.
From our Research School colleagues at Kingsbridge
‘Back to school: priorities for the classroom’
‘What remote learning has taught us about: explanation’
Chris Runeckles

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Metacognition is useful
across a range of ages
and subjects
Metacognitive practices are
useful for all learners from
primary level upwards. Using
metacognition improves pupils’
academic achievement across
learning domains. Metacognitive
skills help pupils to transfer
what they have learnt from
one context to another or
from a previous task to a new
task. This includes reading and
text comprehension, writing,
mathematics, reasoning
and problem-solving, and
memorising.

Metacognition is not expensive to implement
Unlike many other educational interventions, implementing
metacognition does not require expensive, specialist equipment or
changes to school infrastructure. The only cost of implementing a
metacognitive approach is the cost of professional development.

What successful pupils do differently:
Using metacognitive strategies.

Plan &
Organise

Set goals
Preview/skim
assignments to
decide how to
approach them
Create a timeline to
divide big tasks into
manageable chunks
Self-assess about
how a task went
Consider how
effective the
strategies were

Self-reflect

Plan for next time
- changes to be
made?

www.learningpartnership.education

Check their
progress against
timeline

Monitor their
own work

Troubleshoot issues
Ask themselves if
they are doing their
best work
Pay attention to
loss of focus
Create an optimal
study/learning
environment
Advocate their own
needs

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

Direct their
own learning

@thewonderlp
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METACOGNITION:
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
The seven key recommendations from the EEF guidance report

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Skills:

Teachers should acquire the professional understanding and skills to develop their pupils’
metacognitive knowledge

Monitor:

Explicitly teach pupils metacognitive strategies, including how to plan, monitor, and evaluate
their learning

Model:

Model your own thinking to help pupils develop their metacognitive and cognitive skills

Challenge:

Set an appropriate level of challenge to develop pupils’ self-regulation and
metacognition

Talk:

Promote and develop metacognitive talk in the classroom

Organise:

Explicitly teach pupils how to organise, and effectively manage, their
learning independently

www.learningpartnership.education

Support:

Schools should support teachers to develop their knowledge of
these approaches and expect them to be applied appropriately

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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METACOGNITION AND
SELF-REGULATED LEARNING
Summary of recommendations

1

12

3

4

5

Model your own thinking
Set an appropriate level
Teachers should
Teachers
Explicitly teach pupils
should
Promote and develop
to help
pupils develop
of challenge to develop
acquire the professional
acquire
metacognitive strategies,
the
professional
metacognitive talk in
their metacognitive and
pupils’ self-regulation
understanding
understanding
and skills
including how to plan,
and
skills
the classroom
cognitive
skills
and
metacognition
to develop their
to
pupils’ develop
monitor, and evaluate
their pupils’
metacognitive
metacognitive
knowledge
their learning
knowledge

• Self-regulated learners
• are Self-regulated
• Explicit instruction in
• Modelling by thelearners
teacher is
• Challenge is crucial
are
to
• As well as explicit instruction
aware of their strengths
aware
cognitive and metacognitive
of their
a cornerstone strengths
of effective
allow pupils to develop and
and modelling, classroom
and weaknesses, and can and
strategiesweaknesses,
can improve
teaching; revealing the
and
progress theircan
knowledge
dialogue can be used to
motivate themselves to
motivate
pupils’ learning.
themselves
thought processes
of tasks,
to
strategies, and of
develop metacognitive skills.
engage in, and improve, their engage in, and
of an expert learner improve,
themselves as learners.their
learning.
learning.
helps to develop pupils’
metacognitive skills.
• While concepts like ‘plan,
• Pupil-to-pupil and pupilmonitor, evaluate’ can be
teacher talk can help to build
• However, challenge needs to
• Developing pupils’
•
Developing
introduced generically, the
pupils’
be at an appropriate level.
knowledge and understanding
metacognitive knowledge
metacognitive
strategies are mostly applied
of cognitive and metacognitive
• Teachers shouldknowledge
verbalise
of how they learn—their
of how
in relation to specific content
they
their learn—
metacognitive thinking
their
strategies.
knowledge of themselves knowledge
and tasks, and are therefore
(‘What
of
do I know
tabout
hemselves
• Pupils must have the
as a learner, of strategies, asbesta
taught this
lear
way.
ner
problems,
like this?
of
What strategies,
motivation to accept the
and of tasks—is an effective and of t asks—is
effective
ways of solving them have an challenge.
• However, dialogue needs to
way of improving pupil
way of improving
pupil
I used before?’) as they
be purposeful, with teachers
outcomes.
outcomes.
approach and work through
• A series of steps—beginning
guiding and supporting the
a task.
with activating prior
conversation to ensure it is
• Tasks should not overload
knowledge and leading
challenging and builds on
pupils’ cognitive processes,
• Teachers should•
support
Teachers
to independent practice
should suppor
prior subject knowledge.
particularly when theyt
are
pupils to plan, monitor, and pupils
before ending in structured
to plan,
• Scaffolded tasks, like
monitor
worked
, and
expected to apply new
evaluate their learning.
evaluate
reflection—can be applied
their
learning.
examples, allow pupils
to
strategies.
to different subjects, ages
develop their metacognitive
and contents.
and cognitive skills without
placing too many demands
on their mental resources.

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education
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7

Explicitly
teach pupils
Schools should support
Explicitly
teach pu
howmetacognitive
to organise and
teachers to develop
stra
effectively
manage their
knowledge of these
including
how to p
learning
independently
approaches
and
expect
monitor, and evalu
them to be applied
their learning
appropriately

• Teachers
•
should explicitly
E xplicit
• Develop teachers’
instruction
knowledge
i
support pupils to develop
cognitive
and understanding through
and metac
independent learning
strategies
skills.
high quality professional
can impro
pupils’
developmentlearning.
and resources.

• Carefully designed guided
practice,
•with support
While
• Senior concepts
leaders should
like
provide teachers
, with
evaluate’ c
gradually withdrawnmonitor
as the
pupil becomes proficient,
introduced
time and support to make
generica
sure approaches are
are mostl
can allow pupils to strategies
develop
skills and strategiesin relation
implemented consistently. to specific
before applying them
and
in
tasks, and are t
independent practice.
best taught this way
• Teachers can use tools such
as ‘traces’ and observation
• Pupils•
will need timely,
A
effective series
to assess pupils’ use
of
of self- steps—b
feedback and strategies
with
to be
regulated
ac
learning
t ivat
skills.
ing pri
able to judge accurately
k
hownowledge and lea
effectively they are learning.
to independent pr
before
ending
in s t r
• Metacognition
shouldn’t be
r eflec
ion—can
be
an ‘extra’t
task
for teachers
to different
• Teachers should also
to do but should be built into subjects
and
contents.
support pupils’ motivation
to
their teaching activities.
undertake the learning tasks.

@thewonderlp
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Tr ai ni ng Ev en ts

MAY

Cl i ck Here to B ook Now
ALL EVENTS FREE

Date

Event

Details

Delivery Method /
Time

4

Writing in the Early Years

Abi Williams

STREAM 4:00pm

5

PE - Encouraging at least 60 minutes of
physical activity across a day.

Lewis Horrocks

STREAM 4:00pm

6

CPA approach and how this
supports mastery within the primary
mathematics curriculum.

Eve McNeil

STREAM 4:00pm

Lewis Horrocks

Eve McNeil

Hello, I’m Lewis Horrocks,
Acting Assistant Headteacher
at Stamford Bridge Primary
School. I have the responsibility
of leading assessment, PE and
Computing across the school.
I have been teaching for three years, two
at Stamford Bridge and one at Pocklington
Juniors. Before teaching, I worked for
Fleetwood Town Football Club as a Coach
and the School Sports Partnership as an Event
Organiser. This allowed me to work within
multiple schools across the Wyre and Fylde,
which gave me invaluable experience to
transfer into my teaching career.

Eve McNeil has been maths
subject leader at Stamford
Bridge PS for several years. She
is passionate about supporting
the mastery approach to
mathematics teaching. Her
training video will describe the aims of the
CPA approach and how this supports mastery
within the primary mathematics curriculum.

STRE AM
This is a pre-recorded video made by a leader
or teacher working in school in our area.
These will always be launched at 4:00pm.

T EAM S
A face-to-face meeting using this
programme.
These will usually be during the school day.

www.learningpartnership.education

You will receive a link to the video at the time
stated. Once you have the link then you have
the video and you can use in your school
freely.

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Tr ai ni ng Ev en ts

MAY

Cl i ck Here to B ook Now
ALL EVENTS FREE

Date

Event

Details

Delivery Method /
Time

10

Developing Schemes of Learning in
D&T

D&T Subject Forum

TEAMS 4:00-5:00pm

11

Being a FOREST School

Kim Dallimore

STREAM 4:00pm

12

How PE lessons can be structured to
help a range of learners

Sophie Kirk

STREAM 4:00pm

13

Mapping your ICT curriculum

ICT Forum for HEADS

TEAMS 9:15-10:15am

14

Improvement of the four operations
in maths

Verity Taylor

STREAM 4:00pm

Verity Taylor
Hi, my name is Verity Taylor. I have
been teaching at Melbourne School
for 4 years and I am the Maths and
Computing lead. I currently teach a
mixed 5/6 class but have also had
three years teaching a mixed year 4/5
class.
The training video on the improvement of the 4
operations in maths is to share practice and give
ideas about how maths starters can be used to
improve arithmetic results across school and

www.learningpartnership.education

ensure arithmetic and the 4 operations are second
nature to the children.
Regular practice of such questions ensure
methods are not forgotten and are embedded in
their memories. I am also working on developing
a similar maths starter that will incorporate
questions around shape, measure, time any other
key facts needed across year groups.
This will be completed once a week as another
way to help retain key knowledge that does not
get coverage each week.

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Tr ai ni ng Ev en ts

MAY

Cl i ck Here to B ook Now
ALL EVENTS FREE

Date

Event

Details

Delivery Method /
Time

18

Bring Geography leads together

Geography Subject Forum

TEAMS 3:45-4:45pm

19

The Development of a New Writing
Scheme for Literacy.

Kirsty Whitworth

STREAM 4:00pm

20

Bringing Computing leads together

Computing Subject Forum

TEAMS 3:45-4:45pm

21

For our local Assistant Heads to share
and develop together

AHT Forum

TEAMS 3:45-4:45pm

Kim Dallimore

Sophie Kirk

Hi, my name is Mrs Kim Dallimore
and I am currently a key teacher at
Hornsea Nursery School and have
been for nearly 27 years.
We are a large Nursery School, and
pride ourselves on developing in each child a sense
of his/her own value and to encourage a spirit of
independence and responsibility which allows each
to take his/her place in the community. I believe
that each child should be given the opportunity
to reach the highest possible levels of attainment
through the provision of a curriculum which offers
appropriate experiences and activities within a
happy and secure environment.
We are very fortunate at the Nursery to have access
to a small woodland area at the back of the nursery
site and about 6 years ago I completed my level 3
Forest School training. All children get to experience
Forest School whilst with us at the nursery.
3 years ago we set up a purely Outdoor School. This
is parental choice of children aged 3 plus. These
children are taught outside all morning and join
the traditional nursery in the afternoon. I have the
absolute pleasure of running the Outdoor School.
I am a strong believer that the natural world
provides the most generous and powerful learning

www.learningpartnership.education

My name is Sophie Kirk, and I
am in my third year of teaching.
I am currently the Year 2
teacher, SENDCO and PE lead
at Melbourne Primary School.
I have worked across both KS1
and KS2 within my teaching, but I am currently
really enjoying my time in Year 2. While I
completed my degree, Physical Education and
School Sports, I worked in different Primary
Schools around York delivering PE to different
year groups. Having seen different ways in
which PE is set up in schools, it has been
great to have the responsibility of leading PE
at Melbourne, especially when I have such a
passion for physical activity. This training video
delivers an insight on how PE lessons can be
structured to help a range of learners. It also
touches on how we can achieve greater depth
in PE.

environment. Outdoor learning is a very
important part of the nursery ethos. I believe
that its essential that young children get
frequent and regular opportunities to explore
and learn in the outdoor environment and this
should not be seen as an optional extra.

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Tr ai ni ng Ev en ts

MAY

Cl i ck Here to B ook Now
ALL EVENTS FREE

Date

Event

Details

Delivery Method /
Time

Data Analysis for Performance and
Progress

Sessions for Middle Leaders about analysing and
using data from Jonathan Chapman

TEAMS 4:45-5:45pm

24
25
26

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Please do get in touch if you have any specific training needs or, better still, if
you want to be a part of this! We’re all in this together and the East Riding has a
huge wealth of experience that we should all be learning from, together!
Why look further afield!?!?

Our Partners
Pocklington
Community
Junior
School

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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